A PLANT-BASED FUTURE DISCOVER

Biénne Huisman meets
two food entrepreneurs
who are changing the
world one scrumptious,
plant-based mouthful
at a time
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THE
CHICKPEA
JUNKIE
From humble beginnings in his home
kitchen in Sea Point, Guy Greenblatt
is taking his range of chickpea-based
whole foods to markets and shops and
restaurants around South Africa.
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O

utcast Foods was born out
of years of conscious eating,
dating back to Guy Greenblatt’s
teenage years. The venture
really took shape in December 2017 when
the 41-year-old software programmer
started selling falafel mix at his office.
At night, he’d burn the midnight oil at
home, grinding to get the blend just
right. Demand amongst his colleagues
continued to grow; until he started taking
orders. He hit the jackpot when Olive
Branch Deli in Cape Town’s Lifestyle
on Kloof Centre agreed to stock his
produce. Soon after, beautifully designed
packaging sealed the deal. Today, he
employs three people to help prepare
and package three different mixes – for
falafels, burgers and pancakes – in
a dedicated Cape Town kitchen.
‘It’s a falafel mix made of sprouted,
activated chickpeas, no added junk or
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preservatives,’ says Guy. ‘Just add boiling
water, mix it, and form balls. Shallow fry
them on each side, and you’re done.’
Guy still holds his ‘day job’ at a tech
company, but food is his passion. Through
following a plant-based diet, he claims to
be reducing his carbon footprint, improving
his health, and being kinder to animals.
‘Growing up in the 1990s in Joburg,
my mum was a raw foodist,’ he says.
‘So we got exposed to a style of cooking
that was very experimental 25 years ago.
I mean, back then there were no blogs
for raw food eating, or for plant-based
eating. You had to figure it out yourself.
My mother used things like tahini – back
then it wasn’t common. In our house,
there were always vegetables. And even
when not eating them raw, she’d use
them to make really tasty things from
scratch. She would mix up sprouts in
a special mincing machine lentils and

chickpeas – mashing it up with greens and
carrots and onions. So you’d end up with
this veggie patty, basically pure plant
protein. All of that inspired my thinking,
and eventually the idea for the Outcast
mix. The thing is, I’m just making it really
easy for people.’
For those folk reluctant to give up seared
tuna or lamb chops entirely, Guy suggests
flexitarianism – a mostly plant-based diet,
with the occasional inclusion of meat. ‘What
I would advise people to do,’ he says, ‘is
to just eat less meat, tone it down. Think
about where you’re getting your meat from.
Think about how much of it you’re eating.
These are the questions you have to ask.
My personal issue is not with people eating
meat. It’s with the quantity of meat they eat.
The way the animals are raised.’
He points out that around the world – and
in South Africa – consciousness around food
is growing. ‘It’s slowly turning, changing,’
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he says. ‘The flexitarian option is exactly
what’s going to help because it will show
people that they needn’t have meat on
their plate with every meal. Plus, by
upping the number of meat-free meals,
people come to realise that they can feel
full without eating meat. And, if they
choose good plant-based foods, they
discover that vegetarian and vegan options
are really enjoyable, too.
‘And then, there’s the way a clean, plantbased diet makes you feel. “Hold on,” says
your inner voice. “I actually do feel better
when I eat this”.’
Guy hasn’t always been a vegetarian:
‘Until recently, I was flexitarian. I've been
probably 95% vegetarian over the last
25 years. And only went 100% plant-based
in the last six months.’
Over time, the idea grew on his wife,
Hannah, too.
‘Hannah can do what she wants,’ he
says. ‘I mean, she used to think that if
she didn’t eat chicken, she would fall
over and die. So we’ve come a long way.
I never pushed it. I just kept making
different foods, and she was like: “Oh, it’s
really tasty! Okay, I feel good”.’
Guy started studying chemical
engineering at Wits University, before
veering into applied mathematics. After
a long stint in London, he returned to
Cape Town (with UK-born Hannah) where
a permaculture course hosted at the
Rocklands Primary School in Mitchells
Plain added a new momentum to his
interest in plants and food.
‘Permaculture is about sustainable
farming, about alleviating problems by
growing things together, instead of in
mono-crops,’ he explains. ‘So at Rocklands,
they’ve got this set-up with all these
sheds and gardens, and what’s awesome
is they have sponsorship for people in the
community who are keen on learning this
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way of growing foods. It’s an amazing
group of people.’
Guy gets excited discussing fellow
entrepreneurs in the fresh, healthy
food sphere. He particularly notes
Zimbabwean chef Elisha Madzivadondo,
who recently opened The Sunshine
Food Co., a café in Sea Point for
which Madzivadondo grows his own
microgreens and sprouts, served on
plant-based burgers. That’s the kind of
connection between produce and food
that Guy’s keen to see more of.
Since the days – not too long ago
– when Guy would wake up hours
before having to go to his day job in
order to grind up chickpeas and temper
his various recipes to get the perfect
flavour for his first DIY falafel mixes,
he’s added a junk-free pancake mix and
a phenomenally delicious burger mix
to his growing list of products. They all

come with simple instructions and are
ridiculously foolproof.
What keeps him up at night, though,
is the urge to improve, to reach more
people, to innovate. He’s steadily
been infiltrating more stores and
outlets – although he still likes the
human interaction aspect of selling
his products at markets where he gets
to meet like-minded people, and hear
feedback from customers.
He’s still running this miniature
empire in the hours before and after
his office job, and still finds time to cook
for his family and friends, to set off
on the occasional trail run, and to try
out Cape Town’s growing number of
plant-based restaurants. Plus, he’s
dreaming up the next Outcast product.
Because, going forward, Guy hopes to
make his passion for food a full-time
enterprise. outcastfoods.co.za
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SCOOPING
THE LOVE
Nelson Mandela’s favourite meal
was umngqusho – samp and
beans – a traditional Xhosa
dish made of dried maize and
sugar beans. This echoes
Sinenhlanhla Ndlela’s
sentiment, that a shift to plantbased eating is Africa returning
to its roots.

‘I

t’s most definitely true!’ says Sine,
short for Sinenhlanhla. ‘In Africa,
we had respect for animals and the
environment. It was a balanced
ecosystem, even when meat was consumed,
it was without the cruelty the industry has
right now.’
Sine is the founder of Yococo, a dairy-free
ice-cream brand that’s been giving lactose
intolerant people and vegans reason to
smile. ‘Serving love in scoops,’ is Sine’s
business mantra.
The 26-year-old’s ice cream – presented
in alluring flavours such as turmeric-laced
golden milk, rooibos cookies, avo and mint,
and hibiscus strawberry – has elicited
rave reviews.
These days, Sine employs three women;
they use Facebook and Twitter to keep fans
abreast of their Yococo stand at markets, and
availability of their ice cream at selected stores.
A former film student, Sine founded her
business in Joburg three years ago, with
no prior experience. At the time, she was
changing her own diet, researching the details
of vegan life. Finding existing dairy-free
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frozen desserts unappealing, she spotted
a gap in the market.
‘I was working as a production assistant,
doing some film editing,’ she recalls. ‘I was
still climbing my career ladder. But I felt
uninspired and emotionally drained, so I
started looking for alternatives to help
me tap into my purpose. Emotionally I
wasn’t balanced, so I decided to remove
animals from my diet. I wanted to remove
anything that may have contributed to
the way I felt, so – yes – I went meat- and
dairy-free. That’s when I realised there
was a gap in the market – for dairy-free
ice cream.’
The genial entrepreneur grew up
between KwaZulu-Natal and the Free
State, matriculating at Epworth High
School in Pietermaritzburg. Was nutrition
important to her as a child? ‘The most
I knew about nutrition growing up, was that
I had to finish my food so I can grow tall,’
she says, laughing. ‘Well, I didn’t grow tall.
I’m short.’
Sine’s love of ice cream started with her
grandmother, who used to sneak her extra
helpings after family meals. From an early
age, it was her favourite sweet.
After school, Sine’s brief television
career saw her do an internship at the
Cannes Film Festival in France. Initially,
she was nervous to tell her family about
her drastic change in profession. To
them, ice cream was a dinner treat – not
a ‘job’. But when she did tell them, they
supported her, with her mother helping
to foot initial bills for rent, ice-cream
ingredients and equipment.
Yococo started as a dream, followed
by long hours slogging into the early
morning hours – experimenting with
ingredients and doing market research.
‘The worst thing that can happen
when creating a new brand is that only
you will like it,’ says Sine. ‘I had to do
my homework.’
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Since then, there have been financial
pitfalls, and lessons learned. However,
Sine says she has now found her purpose,
which is to create healthy, fun food. ‘I love
making a difference and I love serving,’ she
says. ‘For me, my purpose is to serve love
– to both people and the environment. And
what better way than through ice cream?’
The inside scoop on Yococo is fresh
fruit and vegetable ingredients, nut-based
milks and creams. Sine is a strong believer
in homeopathic and natural remedies,
and her flavours are inspired by the seven
chakras. For example, granadilla ice
cream represents the sacral chakra, which
is associated with creativity and emotional
wellbeing, she says. On this topic, she
gushes: ‘I just love experimenting with
flavours, trying new combinations and
really getting into the zone.’

Setting up at markets around Gauteng
is hard work. ‘There is very little sleep
and long hours but we pull through,’ she
says. Her ambition for the future is to
own a big frozen dessert-making factory
that employs scores of people. Then, to
launch her brand internationally.
Diet remains key to her life
philosophy and thinking. ‘My diet consists
of no meat and mostly plants, but I
wouldn’t call myself vegan, as that title
represents too many other things for me,’
she says. ‘The fact is, regarding health,
more and more people in South Africa
are getting diagnosed with heart disease
and diet-related illnesses. A plant-based
approach is growing though, so people
are slowly going back to eating more
green food. Yes, there definitely is more
awareness around diet.’ yococo.co.za
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